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Abstract:
We have built a platform to Swap,
hold and easily store your cryptos
VOZ Coin is a digital asset designed to work as a
medium of exchange and atomic swaps that uses
strong cryptography to secure financial transactions,
control the creation of additional units, and verify
the transfer of assets.
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Roadmap:

2021

Jan 2021
Introduction
of VOZ Coin

Feb 2021
Includes
presale
(started)

May 2021
VOZ Soft
Launch
Planned

June 2021
VOZ Soft
launch for
Pre sale
bookings

July 2021

Atomic Swap
Transactions
Started with
JDC

Aug 2021
Pre-Sale
Started
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Roadmap: 2021-22
Sep 2021
Growth
Strategies
included

Dec 2021
Participated
with HYDRUS7
Blockchain
Development

Feb 2022
Atomic Swap
Testing

Apr 2022
VOZ Coin
presale
(completed)

May 2022
VOZ Coin
Available on
PancakeSwap

Jun 2022
Liquidity lock +
PancakeSwap
listing
(completed)

July 2022
Listed on Catex
& Bilaxy
Exchanges
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Roadmap: 2022-23
Aug 2022
Listed on
KoinBazar
Exchange

Oct 2022
VOZ Staking

Oct 2022
Nov 2022
Partnership with
H7 Tokens (GNP
Coin and Earth
Coin) + Launch
Whitepaper Ver.:
1.0

Partnership
with
H7 Token
(Epillo)

Dec 2022
Dec 2022
Focus on
influencer
marketing
campaigns and
Growth
strategies to be
included

Jan 2023
Launch of VOZ
DeFi Platform

Swap
Availability
with H7
Tokens (Epillo,
JDC, GNP and
Earth Coin)

Mar 2023
VOZ will be
Launched on
HYDRUS7
Blockchain
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Token Ecosystem:
The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network that
runs in parallel to the Binance Chain. In contrast to the Binance
Chain, BSC features smart contract functionality and
compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The
Binance Smart Chain offers our community the added
interoperability of facilitating their investments through
Ethereum-based wallets, such as MetaMask. An added
advantage of issuing VOZ on the BSC is that it offers our
community an affordable blockchain experience through
smaller transaction fees compared to the Ethereum Network.

PancakeSwap is a Binance Smart Chain Decentralized Exchange
(DEX) for swapping BEP-20 tokens. To enable VOZ Coin’s buying
and selling, PancakeSwap offers our community the ability to
exchange their BNB for VOZ.

VOZ is a BEP20 token issued on the Binance Smart Chain with a
Current supply of 800,000,000 tokens. Burning Process: Total
Supply – (Reward Coins=Burned Coins) = Balance Coins
An Equal Amount that of the reward coins will be burned
permanently.
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On Hydrus7 Blockchain:
All Future Coins & Tokens on

Hydrus7 Blockchain
will be TRADEABLE with VOZ
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What is HYDRUS7?
The fourth-generation blockchain technology leading us to a sustainable
and better future.

Hydrus7 is the latest generation of blockchain.
Hydrus7 is an outright milestone of the fourth-generation blockchain
which is poised to solve the issues caused by previous generations of
blockchains. Hydrus7 is based on decentralized ledger and is an open
source technology, hence it can be utilized by many companies for their
further developments.
It is built with robust advancements in a more structured and scalable
manner with the help of AI, ML, Data Compression in Blocks, Sharding,
and many other cutting-edge technologies. These technological
developments make it possible to overcome the distant dream of better
and faster interchain data exchange. It has helped in instantly verifying
transactions. Hydrus7 blockchain ensures that these capabilities like
atomic swaps, stable side chains with an easy mechanism to add
transaction nodes, and the ability to add multilayered consensus
algorithms, will lead to a strong, secure, fast, and intelligent Blockchain.
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Core Values:
Be Magical
We are positive and kind above all else. Our main goal is
to create happiness in the lives of Vozians.
Be Charitable
We strive to be as giving as we can possibly be, helping
out our community as much as we can.
Be Sustainable
We make decisions that are based on our long-term
health, not the short-term gain.
Be Transparent
We strive to be open and honest with our community at
all times, for the benefit of all involved
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How To Buy VOZ Coin?
You will be able to purchase VOZ with BNB
You can easily visit our officially listed exchanges
(PancakeSwap/Bilaxy.com/Catex.io/ KoinBazar) and buy/sell/trade VOZ.

Else:
CREATE A WALLET
Create SafePal/MetaMask/Trust Wallet. They are available on
AppStore and Google Play. If you are on a desktop, we would
recommend downloading SafePal/Trust Wallet Google Chrome
addon. Make sure to save your private keys in a secure place

PURCHASE BNB
Purchase Binance Coin (BNB). It's available on most exchanges,
such as Binance and Coinbase. Once you purchase the desired
amount, deposit it into your SafePal/MetaMask/Trust Wallet.
Make sure to enter the correct address and choose the correct
network.

VOZ Contract Address:
0x052d9Fff3A5a745c59612451aCBD13EA6B423fd9
Which you can get from our website as well.

Buy VOZ Coin with available pairs on listed exchanges:

VOZ-ETH, VOZ/USDT, VOZ/BNB, VOZ/INR and all the currencies
available on Pancake swap.
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Ancillary Token Utilities:
Staking
Voz Coin can be multiplied merely by holding the tokens in the
wallet through this feature.
Staking puts your Voz Coin to work, it generates incentives while
it is staked. When a user chooses to stake Voz Coins, it becomes
a part of the process and you earn rewards as the part of the
process which in generates more income to our users. We
support manual as well as auto compounding to get our step
users the best annual percentage yield (APY) out of your staking.
Staking is not compulsory, users can wish to stake their tokens
and earn rewards and in turn get more out of their investment
without much work. With our auto compounding staking
becomes more efficient with more benefits to our Voz Coin
holders.

Swapping
Apart from trading the Voz Coin on various exchanges and swaps
such as Pancake Swap, this crypto currency can also be used to
swap the current and exciting projects available on the state of
the art blockchain, Hydrus7. The technological applications of
this chain of highly advanced architectural chain already has
onboarded various promising projects and soon be increasing its
horizons. Apart from BNB, Voz Coin will be permitted to be
Swapped to JD Coin cryptocurrency since from the beginning.
Thereafter, various other tokens on the Hydrus7 Coin shall be
provided for Swapping, as may be applicable, from time to time.
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Marketing Strategy:
Influencers
We plan to actively reach out to (and funding when
needed) partnerships with influencers in the crypto,
poker, and Crypto communities to share informational
posts about VOZ, announcements of giveaways, and
memes/funny content to peak interest in the project.
Social Media
We at VOZ are dedicated to having impeccable content
on social media, including hype videos, memes, and other
shareable content. We have a network of professional
creators that are assisting us in fulfilling this mission.
+ Many more surprises along the way
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Disclaimers:
The Whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You
are not authorized and nor should you rely on the Whitepaper for legal
advice, business advice, or advice of any kind. You act at your own risk in
reliance on the contents of the Whitepaper. Should you decide to act or
not act you should contact a licensed attorney in the relevant jurisdiction
in which you want or need help. In no way are the owners of, or
contributors to, the Whitepaper responsible for the actions, decisions, or
other behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance upon the Whitepaper.
The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be
bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your due diligence and consult
your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By
purchasing VOZ, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or
investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for
any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is
presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or
services The team does not guarantee compliance with any country across
the world. Always make sure that you comply with your local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase. The Whitepaper is provided on
an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding the
Whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services provided
on the Whitepaper. Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall
the owners of, or contributors to, the Website be liable for any damages of
any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of
data arising out of or in any way connected with the use of the
Whitepaper. The reader of the Whitepaper agrees to arbitrate any dispute
arising from or in connection with the Whitepaper or this disclaimer,
except for disputes related to copyrights, logos, trademarks, trade names,
trade secrets, or patents. There may be matters in this Whitepaper that
are forward-looking statements. Such statements are subject to risks and
uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
these forward- looking statements. The actual results or events that
transpires afterwards may be different from what is implied here. The
team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking statements
outlined in this Whitepaper.
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